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complete Warranty coverage ?exibility in terms of his ability
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aspect of the present invention the customer can be alloWed to
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make dynamic repair or replacement decisions in each period
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properly modeling optimal extended-product Warranty strat

based on the product’s failure status or on other criteria. By

egies from the perspective of both the customer and from the
perspective of the service provider, one can compute the
customers’ maximum expected discounted net utility and the
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FLEXIBLE EXTENDED PRODUCT
WARRANTIES

rent costs While taking into consideration the future costs of

repair. Such an EW Would be purchased While the product is
still neW or at least still under the base Warranty, but the

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0001]

This application is related to a nonprovisional appli

cation Ser. No.

, ?led on the same day as this applica

tion and entitled, “Flexible Extended Product Warranties

Having Partially Refundable Premiums.”

[0002]

customer could cancel it at various times during the life of the
contract and may even be alloWed to receive a partial refund

if repairs have been nonexistent. This arrangement could be
very attractive to a much broader range of customers Who
have never considered EWs in the past.

[0005]

For a traditional service provider Who sells Warran

ties With one or more full-years of coverage, the introduction

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

of ?exible monthly EWs has its haZards since monthly con
tracts may cannibaliZe demand for the traditional long-term

The present invention relates generally to the ?eld of

EWs. Therefore, ?exible EWs need to be carefully designed
and properly priced in order to avoid eroding pro?ts. It is

Operations Research and Dynamic Programming (DP) of
real-life decision problems such as product Warranties. More
particularly the present invention relates to ?exible product
Warranties Where customers can select and pay for Warranty
coverage on a monthly basis or on some other limited time

period other than the customary annual or multi-year con
tracts.

[0003] As manufacturers (OEMs) face decreasing pro?t
margins on sophisticated hardWare products, post-sale ser
vices like extended Warranties (EWs) are becoming increas
ingly important to an OEM’s pro?tability. In addition to pro

viding higher pro?t margins than typical hardWare sales, EW
service contracts help to extend the useful life of products,
generate a pro?table revenue stream of consumables and

accessories over the lifetime of the original product, and

provide an opportunity to improve customer loyalty Whether
the customer is an average consumer or another business

entity. But many customers along With consumer rating agen
cies often vieW EWs as offering poor value to customers. This

perception may be partly due to the fact that most Warranties
are offered at a uniform price regardless of hoW products are
used, Whether the products are for industrial or consumer
usage, and are often only offered in increments of 1 to 3 years

of coverage beyond the base-Warranty period. This in?exible
arrangement requires the customer to commit and pay for
up-front costs for the entire Warranty period. From an opera
tion’s research perspective the customer is asked to make a

trade off at the time of product purchase to minimiZe current
costs While taking into consideration the future costs of repair.

crucial to properly characterize the potential costs and eco
nomic decisions in such an environment if the service pro
vider is to maximiZe pro?ts. If a ?exible EW is priced too
high, most customers Would not ?nd it attractive and Would

not sign up for the coverage. If priced too loW, the customers
may like it, but the EW service provider Would lose money
over the life of the EW contract. Although there have been
numerous studies and papers Written Where EWs have been

modeled, there have been very feW studies that properly
model optimal EW strategies Whether from the perspective of
the customer or from the perspective of the manufacturer/
service provider. And very feW of these deal With ?exible EW
contracts or for the situation Where a customer can make

dynamic repair or replacement decisions in each covered or
uncovered payment period. Our modeling tool, as Will be
seen, alloWs customers to make dynamic repair or replace
ment decisions in each period, based on the product’s failure
status or on other criteria. (As product prices decline as a

result of competition and technology innovations, product
replacement is becoming an increasingly viable alternative to

costly repairs and EW coverage.)
[0006] Further limitations and disadvantages of conven
tional and traditional approaches Will become apparent to one
skilled in the art, through comparison of such devices With a
representative embodiment of the present invention as set

forth in the remainder of the present application With refer
ence to the draWings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

This is usually very dif?cult since most customers are often

unsure of a product’s reliability, but they Would like the peace
of mind knoWing that for at least the period of coverage
beyond the base Warranty, they Will not have to incur future

further features thereof, reference is made to the folloWing
description Which is to be read in conjunction With the accom

and often expensive repair costs. This is particularly impor

panying draWings Wherein:

tant for the business user on a tight budget since expensive
repair costs can bankrupt a business. And to further compli

cate the EW decision, in industries With rapid technological
innovation, such as consumer electronics, customers may not
knoW hoW soon they may Wish to upgrade to a neWer product

With more features. Product lifecycles are continually shrink
ing and are in some businesses doWn to less than a year, e.g.,

cell phones. Thus it may not be an optimal strategy for a
customer to commit to a multi-year EW in a rapidly changing

product environment.
[0004] All of these issues could be substantially addressed
through a monthly or quarterly EW if properly designed. A
monthly Warranty alloWs customers to choose the duration of
coverage With ?ner granularity, and more importantly, the

[0007]

[0008]

For a better understanding of the invention as Well as

FIGS. 1A and 1B shoW a ?oW diagram depicting a

method for determining a customer’s optimal dynamic deci
sions to maximiZe their expected net utility When making
product replacement and Warranty coverage decisions in
accordance With a representative embodiment of the present
invention.
[0009] FIGS. 2A and 2B shoW another ?oW diagram
depicting a method for determining a service provider’s

potential pro?tability from making customer product repairs,
product replacements and Warranty costs considering the cus
tomer’s strategic behavior in accordance With a representative
embodiment of the present invention.
[0010]

FIG. 3A is a table of failure probabilities, fa, versus

customer only has to commit and pay on a monthly or other
short-term basis for the Warranty coverage. From a custom

product age given a particular numerical example to illustrate
the customer’s expected net utility and the service provider’s
expected pro?ts resulting from a monthly EW in accordance

er’s perspective it reduces the complexity of minimiZing cur

With a representative embodiment of the present invention.
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[0011] FIG. 3B is a table showing the customer utility ua
from a functional product versus the product’s age of “a”
months for a particular numerical example used to illustrate a

[0019]

Also note that our use of the terms “discounted net

utility” above and “discounted pro?t” beloW are generaliZa
tions of the terms utility and pro?t. The customer may apply

representative embodiment of the present invention. The vari

a discount to future cash ?oWs, and We compute the net

ous customer types shoWn in FIG. 4B are used to shoW the

someone Who does not lose much utility as the product ages

present value of these cash ?oWs. (One special case is the
no-discounting case, When the discount factor (F1. Thus the
term “discounted” encompasses the non-discounted case.)
[0020] In the folloWing description, We use the folloWing

(customer type jIl).

terminology to de?ne the key expressions and variables

[0012]

involved in the customer and service provider decisions.
[0021] Time is divided into a series of periods, Where

varying utilities versus time betWeen someone Who really

likes to oWn the neWest technology (customer type j:5) and
FIG. 4A is a table of calculated values for a class 2

customer shoWing the customer’s expected discounted value
(or net utility) Vn(S) Where S denotes the state of the product

n:0, . . . , N and represents the ?nite number of periods

over the next n months before making a replacement decision

to go until the end of the horizon as de?ned by the

given a particular numerical example for illustrating a repre
sentative embodiment of the present invention.
[0013] FIG. 4B is a table of optimal coverage decisions for

miZe his expected discounted utility. For example the

a class 2 customer When n:13 for different product ages of

“a” months calculated using the same particular numerical
example to illustrate a representative embodiment of the
present invention shoWing a customer’s expected discounted

duration of time over Which the customer Wants to maxi

horiZon may be a number of months over Which the
customer expects to oWn a personal computer or the type

of product in question. The elapsed time in the horiZon

utility values and optimal Warranty purchase decisions at
different product age Where n:13 months remaining.

With n periods to go is represented by N-n.
[0022] Age: the age ofa product is expressed as a and is
the incremental age of the product measured from the
time When the customer ?rst receives the product (aIO).

[0014] FIG. 5A is a table used to illustrate a representative
embodiment of the present invention shoWing a customer’s

It is measured in terms of a number of time periods, e. g.,
months.

expected discounted utility values Vn(S) and maintenance
decisions, at different product ages Where n:13 months

remaining. It is calculated assuming the product is nonfunc
tioning, is not covered by an EW, and the cost to repair is $50.
[0015] FIG. 5B is a table used to illustrate a representative
embodiment of the present invention shoWing a customer’s

expected discounted values Vn(S) for different product

replacement decisions, and the optimal product replacement
decision, Where n:13 months remaining and is calculated
assuming the product is still functioning and covered by an
EW.
[0016] FIG. 5C is a table used to illustrate a representative
embodiment of the present invention shoWing a service pro

vider’s total expected discounted pro?t of VII” from a cus
tomer starting in state (c, a, Z) With n:12 months remaining
and Where the product age is a:5.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0017]

Reference Will noW be made in detail to a represen

tative embodiment of the present invention shoWn generally

in the accompanying draWings. Furthermore, in the folloWing

[0023]

Product utility: the customer extracts utility ua

from a functional product during a month When the
product’s age is a periods, such as months. We de?ne

utility only in terms of product age and not the time
period. If We Want to impose a limited lifespan of a
periods for the product, We can simply set ua:0 for all
aia.

[0024]

Product reliability: in each month of the product

lifetime, it is subject to failure or an event that Will
require a repair (i.e., a failure of some type that renders

the product nonfunctional). It is assumed that at most
one failure can occur in any particular period, and a

product of age a periods experiences failure With a prob

ability of “fa” in any given period. Failure probability,
like product utility, depends only on the product age and
not on the period in Which the failure occurs. Moreover,

We make the assumption that the failure probability is

independent of failure history.
[0025] Repair costs: “Ca” denotes the random, out-of
Warranty, repair cost to the customer for failures that
occur in a given period When the product is of age a

detailed description, numerous speci?c details are set forth in

periods. And the function “Ga(c)” is the cumulative dis

order to provide a thorough understanding of the present

tribution function of Ca. For a failure that costs the
customer “c” to repair out-of-Warranty, We assume that

invention. HoWever, it Will be obvious to one of ordinary skill
in the art that the present invention can be practiced Without

these speci?c details.
[0018] To understand the underlying methods disclosed, it
is ?rst necessary to de?ne some basic assumptions and the

notation used in the Figures and in the modeling frameWork.

the repair cost borne by the service provider is some
fraction of the repair cost or [3c, Where 026; 1.
[0026] Replacement cost to the customer: replacing a
product costs the customer “q” dollars. And if 0, Where
02021, represents the cost to the service provider to

We consider a customer Who has just purchased a neW prod

supply a product replacement, the provider earns a mar

uct, for example something like a personal computer, and Who
Would like to maximiZe the expected discounted net utility

gin of (1 —0)q on each replacement provided to the cus
tomer. If the service provider does not supply any

derived from this product over a ?nite period of time de?ned
as a time horiZon of N periods. A period may represent a
month, a Week, a quarter of a year, or any other ?xed duration
of time. In each such period the customer makes certain

replacement hardWare to the customer, he earns no mar

maintenance, replacement, and coverage decisions about the
product. If it is broken, should it be repaired or should it be
replaced With a neWer model? Should the customer buy EW

coverage for it assuming such is available?

gin on replacements and thus effectively 0:1 in this
case. Note also that in our model the replacement cost q
could include installation costs, or some kind of “incon
venience costs” to the customer.

[0027] Salvage value: “sa” is de?ned to be the customer’s
end-of-horiZon salvage value for a functional product of
age a.
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[0028] Discount factor: “0t” is de?ned to be the discount
factor that applies to future cash ?oWs for both the cus
tomer and the service provider. A discount factor of 0t
means that in any given period, the customer and the

provider are indifferent betWeen earning $0td dollars
today or $d dollars in the next period.
[0029] Customerrisk attitude: in this model the customer
is assumed to be risk neutral.

[0030]

Cost of coverage in each period: at the beginning

variable denoting the knoWn repair costs a customer faces for
a failure that occurred in the previous month. Where c:0 the
customer had no failure in the previous month, and c>0 indi
cates that a failure occurred in the previous month or some
other preceding month Where no action Was taken. A second
state variable is the product’s age a as de?ned above. We also

let the variable Z indicate Whether the customer had Warranty
coverage for failures that may or may not have occurred in the

previous month(s).
[0037] If ZIl, this indicates that the preceding month’s
failures Were covered, and if ZIO, this indicates that they

of each period, the customer has an option to buy cov
erage at a cost of “pa” for a product of age a.

Were not covered.

[0031] Refund: in one aspect of the present invention We
introduce the possibility of providing the customer a

When the repair cost c>0, the customer must choose to either

refund “r” Where répa on a periodic Warranty premium

repair the product (at cost c, if the product Was not covered by

paid to the customer if the customer makes no claim

a Warranty, i.e., uncovered, or at a co-payment cost of h(c) if

against the Warranty in the period in Which coverage Was

the product Was covered by a Warranty), replace the product

purchased.

With a neW one at price q, or stop using the product and not

[0032] One aspect of the invention consider a general
monthly EW that offers complete coverage ?exibility to the

buy a replacementithereafter earning zero product utility
and incurring no costs. We prohibit the customer from turning

customer in terms of his ability to turn coverage on and off

on the coverage after the occurrence of a failure Without ?rst

Whenever desired. This ?exibility makes the Warranty more

restoring the product to a functional state. If c:0, the product

attractive to most customers than a traditional, ?xed-term

is in a functional state, and the customer may choose to keep

EW, especially for those individuals With ?nancial con
straints. In the context of this monthly Warranty example, the
“period” is de?ned to be a month. One could similarly de?ne
a quarterly Warranty in Which the period represents a quarter

it or replace it, i.e., no repair is necessary. At the beginning of
each month, the customer has an option to buy coverage for

of a year.

[0033]
[0034]

The Customer’s Strategy
FIGS. 1A and 1B depict a single ?owchart Which

summarizes the technique 100 for determining a customer’s
optimal dynamic decisions to maximize the expected net
utility When choosing a product replacement versus Warranty
coverage in accordance With a representative embodiment of

the present invention.
[0035] The customer’s economic analysis is in deciding
Which months to buy coverage for and When to repair or

replace the product, in order to maximize the expected dis
counted value from the product, net of costs for repair, cov
erage and product replacement. The customer in this model is
alloWed to turn on and off coverage at any time, although in
other embodiments of our invention, restrictions can be
imposed on When coverage can be purchased. We formulate

the customer’s optimal maintenance and coverage decisions
as a dynamic program. Dynamic programming is a method of
breaking doWn large complex decision problems into a set of

simpler subproblems. For example a problem that involves
determining the best decisions over several time periods can

be broken doWn into subproblems that involve determining
the decision in each individual time period, While considering
the impact of the decision on the current period as Well as on

subsequent periods. Such is the case in our application of

dynamic programming to ?nding a customer’s optimal deci
sions over a time horizon, and maximum expected value over

that horizon. We break the problem doWn into subproblems,
each of Which involves determining decisions for a single
time period. The dynamic program considers the impact of
current-period decisions on current and future value to the
customer.

[0036] The description of a dynamic program includes its
state, Which summarizes all relevant information about the
system (i.e., the status of the product) as it evolves. The state

the month at cost pa for a product of age a.

[0038] It is also possible to generalize the model to intro
duce the concept of a refund répa on the monthly Warranty
premium that is paid to the customer if no claim is made
against the Warranty in the month in Which coverage Was

purchased. An important special case is When r:0. HoWever,
alloWing a more general r enables us to model a broader range

of services, including a contingent service, Within the same
frameWork.

[0039] We let state S:(c, a, Z) denote the state of the prod
uct in each month, Where
[0040] c?he cost of a repair for a failure (if any) that

occurred in the previous month,
[0041] a?he age of the product, and
[0042]
[0043]

Z?he coverage status in the preceding month.
We count time backWard, i.e., n is the remaining

number of months to go in the horizon. And let

[0044] Vn(S):customer’s maximum expected discounted
value over the next n months before making replacement

decision, starting in state S:(c, a, Z). And,
[0045] Wn(a):customer’s maximum expected discounted
value over the next n months after making replacement deci

sion, starting With a functional (i.e., Working) product of age
a.

[0046] In the dynamic program, the customer determines
his optimal decisions in a given month by considering the
impact of decisions in the current month as Well as the future

impact of the decisions. The customer’s decisions in each

month are characterized by the folloWing dynamic equations:
[0047] Keep or Replace Decision:
Vn(c,a,Z):max{ Wn(a)—cIFO—h (c)IFl, W" (a)—c+rIF1,
W,,(0)—q+rlFl,rlFl+otVn,l(c,a+1,0)}, for c>0

(1)

[0048] re?ecting the customer’s choices betWeen making a
claim for a failed product (if it is covered), repairing at his
oWn expense, replacing the product, or doing nothing, and,

may have multiple variables in its description. In the dynamic

Where IFk is an indicator variable equal to 0 or 1 (1 if Z:k and

program describing customer’s optimal product replacement

otherWise 0). This equation re?ects the customer’s decision
betWeen keeping a functional product or replacing it.

and monthly EW purchase decisions, We let c represent a state
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[0049] Coverage Decision:

a, and coverage status Z), we compute the expected net utility

from each of the decisions “claim repair,” “pay for repair,”
“replace,” and “do nothing.” We then continue to step 106 and

[0050] where ECa[Vn_l(~)] is the expectation of Vn_l(-)
with respect to Ca. This equation re?ects the customer’s
choice between purchasing or not purchasing coverage
in the current month.

[0051] Without loss of generality, suppose the boundary
conditions describing the customer’s expected net utility with
zero periods remaining are as follows:

for each possible value of the system state, we compare the
utilities from these four decisions, determine which decision

yields the highest utility, and let Vn(c, a, Z) be the maximum
utility from the best of the four decisions, as in equation (1).
Then at step 107 we consider the replacement decision for a

functional product. In this step for each possible value of the
system state in which the product is functional (i.e., the repair
cost c:0, product age a, and coverage status Z), we compute
the expected discounted net utility from each of the decisions
“keep” and “replace.”At step 108 for each value of the system
state, we compare the utilities from these two decisions,

determine which decision yields the higher utility, and let
V” (0, a, Z) be the maximum utility from the better decision, as
in equation (2). At this point we have completed the compu
The customer’s maximum expected discounted value over an

N-month horizon, starting with a new product, is WN(0).
[0052] One can observe that in each of equations (1), (2),
and (3), the customer makes a decision based on the current

tations for n:l. We proceed next to step 109 where we check
whether n<N. If n<N, then we increment n by l in step 110

and go back to step 103 and perform steps 103 through 109
again for this next value of n. We continue performing steps
103 through 110 for successive values of n until we have

state of the system, including the product failure status, its
age, and (in the case of replacement decisions) its coverage

completed steps 103-109 for nIN. If nIN, we branch to step

status. Different states may result in different decisions.
Moreover, the replacement or coverage decision in each state
and period is selected to be the one that yields the maximum

which represents the maximum expected discounted net util
ity over the entire N-period horizon starting with a new (a:0)

expected discounted net utility, including utility earned in the
current period plus the expected discounted utility from
future periods resulting from these decisions. Because of the
dependency of current decisions on future expected utility,
the value functions with n periods remaining in the horizon,
Vn(S) and Wn(a), cannot be computed until the value func
tions Vn_l(S) and Wn_l(a) are known. Thus, the customer’s
value functions must be computed recursively starting from
n:0. After computing Vn(S) and Wn(a) for n:0, the customer
then computes the same value functions for n:l, and then
n:2, etc, and is ?nished when he computes the value func
tions for nIN.

[0053] FIGS. 1A and 1B depict a single ?owchart which
summarizes the technique 100 for determining a customer’s

optimal dynamic decisions to maximize the expected dis
counted net utility when making product replacement deci
sions and warranty coverage decisions in accordance with a

representative embodiment of the present invention. The pro
cess begins in step 101 where we initially compute the bound
ary conditions for the utility functions VO(0, a, Z) and VO(c, a,
Z) for the case when n:0. Then at step 102 the same utility
functions are computed for n:l. Subsequently we begin the
series of steps 103 through 109 that will apply to each value of
n20. In step 103, we consider every possible age a that the
product could have. (Note that a can take values only in the set
{0, l, . . . , N-n} if we begin the horizon with a new product,

since only N-n periods have elapsed.) For each such age, we
evaluate the total expected discounted net utility that would
ensue from each of the decisions to purchase coverage for the

product (“cover”) or not purchase coverage for the product
(“don’t cover”). After doing so at step 104 for each age a, we
compare the utilities from these two decisions, determine

which decision yields the higher utility, and let Wn(a) be the
maximum utility from the better of the two decisions, as in
equation (3). We then proceed to step 105 in which we con

sider the product maintenance and replacement decision
options for a failed product. For each possible value of the
system state for a failed product (repair cost c>0, product age

111 and report the expected discounted net utility WN(0)

product.
[0054] Note that there may be a very large number of pos
sible values of the state, and as such, steps 105-108 are very

computationally intensive.
[0055] We are not implying that any actual customer will
exhibit such a strategy to optimize his economic decisions,
particularly since the customer may not have all the various
parameters available to him (such as the failure rates of a

product or the likely repair costs), and since this approach is
computationally intensive and therefore may be impractical
to implement in one’s head. But if all the parameters were
known then the rational customer could make these decisions
to maximize his expected discounted net utility. Thus tech

nique 100 for determining a customer’s optimal dynamic
decisions is an important step to have available, since it has an
impact on the pro?tability of the OEM/service provider as
shown below. (Because this process is very computationally
intensive and because the typical individual customer does
not usually have all the various parameters available in mak
ing the decisions to maximize his expected discounted net
utility, the service discussed below is another aspect of this
invention that can provide very useful information to a cus

tomer not otherwise available.)

[0056] The preceding model is quite general in that it
allows for copayments and refunds of warranty premia based
on claim behavior of the customer. Important special cases of
the monthly warranty which can be implemented into our

computerized tool include:
[0057] Basic Monthly EW. In the most basic monthly EW,
the customer is not charged copayments [h(c):0 for all c] and
is given no refund regardless of claim history (F0).
[0058] Monthly EW with Copay. A monthly copayment
EW charges the customer a ?xed copayment for repairs [h(c)
:h for all c] and gives no refund regardless of claim history
(F0). The copayment may be the costs to ship the item to and

from the repair facility, for example.
[0059] Contingent Service. Now consider a monthly war
ranty for which the full monthly premium is refunded to a
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customer Who made no claims against the Warranty (rrpa).
Moreover, suppose that if the customer chooses to repair a
product under Warranty, he is charged a copayment equal to

If Wn(a)§Wn(0)—q, then the customer Would prefer to con

tinue With a product of age a (earning expected utility Wn(a))
than to pay q to replace the product and continue With a neW

the Warranty provider’s repair costs. Then the copayment is

(age 0) product (earning an expected utility of Wn(0)—q).

h(c):[3c for a repair that Would cost the customer (c) out-of
Warranty. We call such a Warranty a contingent service.
[0060] Service Provider’s Pro?ts
[0061] Obviously the strategic economic behavior of cus
tomers has an impact on the pro?tability of the OEM/service

Then the decision for the customer Whether to purchase cov
erage or not purchase it in this period is as folloWs:

provider. By properly modeling the service provider’s pro?ts,

then the customer prefers to purchase EW coverage in this

it is possible to consider the important question of hoW to
design and price a monthly Warranty. The notationused beloW
to describe the service provider’s pro?t is as folloWs.

period, and

[0062] VTIn(c, a, Z):service provider’s total expected dis

OtherWise, the customer prefers not to purchase EW cover
age, and:

counted pro?t from a customer starting in state (c, a, Z) With
n months to go, before the customer’s replacement decision;

and,
[0063] WITn(a):service provider’s total expected dis
counted pro?t from a customer starting With a functional
product of age a With n months to go, after the customer’s

[0077] The boundary conditions are:
WHOWFO,

replacement decision has been made.
[0064] The service provider’s pro?ts in each month are

characterized by the folloWing dynamic equations:
[0065] Keep or replace decision (for nonfunctional, prod
ucts covered by an EW):

While the provider’s total expected discounted pro?t from a
neW hardWare customer over an N-period horiZon is WTIN(0).

[0078] One can observe that in equations (4)-(14), the pro?t
functions With n periods remaining in the horiZon, Von(S) and

WITn(a), cannot be computed until the pro?t functions VITW
1(S) and WITn_l(a) are knoWn. Thus, the provider’s pro?t
functions must be computed recursively starting from n:0.

After computing VTIn(S) and WITn(a) for n:0, the provider
then computes the same value functions for n:1, then 17:2,
etc, and is ?nished When he computes the value functions for
nIN.

[0079] FIGS. 2A and 2B depict a single ?owchart Which
summarizes the technique 200 for determining the service

provider’s expected discounted pro?t from hardWare replace

ucts not covered by an EW):

[0071] if Wn(a)—c§max(Wn(0)—q, (xVn_l(c, a+1, 0)),
then the customer prefers to replace the product, and
VHYKQQOFWHM)

(8)

[0072] if Wn(0)—q§max(Wn(a)—c, (xVn_l(c, a+1, 0)),
then the customer prefers to replace the product, and

ments, EW sales, and out-of-Warranty repairs from a cus
tomer Who is making product replacement decisions and War
ranty coverage decisions to maximiZe his expected
discounted net utility, in accordance With a representative
embodiment of the present invention. The process begins at
step 201 Where We compute the boundary conditions for the

provider’s expected pro?t functions VTIO(0, a, Z) and VTIO(c,
a, Z), representing the case When n:0. Then at step 202 We let

n:1, and begin the series of steps 203 through 210 that Will
apply to each value of n20. In step 203 (Which note, is the
equivalent of step 103ithis step is common to both pro
cesses), We consider every possible age a that the product
could have. For each such age, We evaluate the customer’s

then the customer prefers to do nothing With the product,
and

VHn(c,a,O):(1VHWl(c,a+1,0).

[0074]

(10)

And the keep or replace decision (for functional

products) is:
[0075]

if Wn(0)—q§Wn(a), then the customer prefers to

replace the product, and
[0076] If Wn(a)§Wn(0)—q, then the customer prefers to
keep the product as is, and

expected discounted net utility that Would ensue from each of
the customer’s decisions to purchase coverage for the product
(“cover”) or not purchase coverage for the product (“don’t
cover”). After doing so, at step 204 and for each age a, We

update the provider’s pro?t WIT” (a) according to the better of
the customer’s tWo decisions, as in equations (13)-(14). We

then proceed to step 205 (Which is the equivalent of step 105)
in Which We consider the customer’s product maintenance

and replacement decision options for a failed product. For
each possible value of the system state for a failed product
(repair cost c>0, product age a, and coverage status Z), We
compute the customer’s expected discounted net utility from
each of the decisions “claim repair,” “pay for repair,”
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“replace,” and “do nothing.” Then at step 206 and for each
possible value of the system state With ZIO, We update the

provider’s expected discounted pro?t VTIn(c, a, 0) according
to the best decision for the customer, as in equations (4)-(7).
Then at step 207 for each possible value of the system state

With Z:1, We update the provider’s expected discounted
pro?t VHn(c, a, 1) according to the best decision for the
customer, as in equations (8)-(10).
[0080] We then proceed to step 208 in FIG. 2B (Which is
equivalent to step 107), Where for each value of the system

[0087] Vn(S)?he maximum expected discounted value
over the next n months before making a replacement

decision, starting in state S:(c, a, Z), and

[0088] Wn(a, Z)?he maximum expected discounted
value over the next n months after making a replacement

decision, starting With a functional product of age a and
coverage status Z.

[0089]

The customer’s decisions in each month are charac

terized by the folloWing dynamic equations:
[0090]

Keep or Replace Decision:

state for a functioning product, We evaluate the customer’s

expected discounted utility from each of the decisions “keep”
and “replace.” At step 209 for each value of the system state
for a functional product, We update the provider’s expected
discounted pro?t VTIn(0, a, Z) according to the best decision
for the customer as in equations (11)-(12).
[0081] At this point We have completed the required com
putations for n:1. We proceed to step 210 Where We check
Whether n<N. If n<N, then We increment n by 1 at step 211

and go back to step 203 to perform steps 203 through 211
again for the incremented value of n. We repeat steps 203
through 211 for successive values of n until We have com

pleted steps 203-210 for nIN. If nIN, We branch to step 212

and report the provider’s total expected discounted pro?t
WTIN(0) from the customer over the entire N-period horizon
When the customer starts With a neW (a:0) product.

[0082]

A second important element of the monthly War

ranty invention is that We have speci?ed a method to compute

the provider’s expected pro?t over the horizon from the per
spective of a strategic customer Who is offered a monthly
Warranty, through the equations described above. This is
another building block for the methodology to design and

more importantly price pro?table Warranties.
[0083] Refundable EWs
[0084] It is possible to extend this methodology to a tradi
tional EW that may or may not be refundable, i.e., provide a
refund to a customer, Whether in the form of a cash rebate or
as a credit on a future purchase, upon termination of the EW

for léaéd.

(18)

[0091] Equation (15) characterizes the customer’s eco
nomic decisions When the product is not functioning and
When the failure occurred Without Warrant coverage. At that

juncture the customer must decide Whether to repair, replace,
or do nothing With the broken product.
[0092] Equation (16) characterizes a customer’s economic
decisions about a non-functioning product Whose failure Was
covered under a Warranty. The customer again must decide

Whether to repair it (i.e., make a claim), replace it, or do

nothing With the broken/nonfunctioning product.
[0093] Equation (17) characterizes the customer’s eco
nomic choices for a functioning uncovered product: to keep
or to replace it.

[0094]

And equation (18) describes the same economic

choices for a functioning covered product: to keep or to

replace it.

coverage. We assume that this EW must be purchased When
the covered product is neW, that is When a:0. If We let p denote

the price of the EW, and d denote the coverage duration of the
EW, the EW, if purchased, covers failures that occur in
months With product age a:0, 1, 2, . . . , (d-1). As in the

previous section, state S:(c, a, Z) denotes the state of the
product before the repair/replacement decision is made in a
given month, Where c indicates the cost of repair of a failure
(if any) that occurred in the preceding month, a indicates the
product age, and Z indicates the coverage status for failures
that occurred in the preceding month.

[0085] To simplify the dynamic programming equations,
let Z'(a) denote the coverage status for failures during a month
for a product of age a that had an EW purchased When the
product Was neW. Thus,
Z'(a):l for a<d and

[0086]

When the customer makes a claim for failure Within

the Warranty coverage period (i.e., a<d), the customer then
makes a co-payment of h(c) Which is less than What an out
of-Warranty repair cost c Would be. To generalize a refund
from the monthly EW so as to be age-dependent: let r(a)
denote the refund for an EW that is canceled When the product

is age a, Oéaéd-l. This age dependent refund schedule
alloWs for a pro-rated refund structure. Then

[0097]

Equation (19) characterizes the customer’s choice

for purchasing or not purchasing a Warranty for a neW prod

uct. The second equation (20) describes the customer’s
expected utility for a non-neW, uncovered product. The cus
tomer has no decision to make in this case. He can nether

purchase coverage, nor cancel coverage, since Warranty cov
erage in one embodiment of this invention must be started
When the product is neW if at all. In another embodiment it is
possible to permit a customer to turn EW coverage on or off,
but then it is necessary to introduce an activation fee charged
When coverage is reactivated. (Obviously there are additional

costs incurred by the service provider to verify that the prod
uct is operational When coverage is turned back on. Note that

this is discussed beloW.) Equation (21) re?ects the customer’s
choices for a non-neW product With coverage: Whether to
continue coverage or cancel it.
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[0098]

Without loss of generality, suppose that the bound

ary conditions are as follows:

[0110] If Wn(0, 0)—q+r(a)§max{Wn(a, Z'(a))—h(c)+r(a)
lFd, r(a)la:d+otVn_l(c, a+l, Z'(a))}, the customer pre
fers to replace the product, and

Z'(a))—h(c)+r(a)la:d, Wn(0,0)—q+r(a)},
the customer prefers to take no action With the product in the
The customer’s maximum expected discounted utility over an

N-period horizon, starting With a neW product, is WN(0,0).
[0099] An important part of the ?exible or refundable War
ranty invention is the speci?cation of a method to compute the

customer’s maximum total expected discounted net utility

month in question and
VHn (c, a,1):—r(a)Ia;4+0tVHn71(c, a+l,Z(a)).

(24)

[0112] For nonfunctioning, uncovered products (c>0), the
keep or replace decision is as folloWs.

from a refundable Warranty over the horiZon, through the

[0113] ifWn(a, 0)—c§max{Wn(0, 0)—q, (xVn_l(c, a+l, 0)},

dynamic programming equations speci?ed above. This is one
of the building blocks for the methodology to design and price
pro?table Warranties. Like the monthly or periodic invention,

the customer prefers to repair the product, and

this model re?ects the customer’s ability to dynamically
make maintenance and replacement decisions as failures

occur, unlike prior art approaches. There are, hoWever, spe
cial cases of an EW Worth mentioning including:
[0100] The tradition, non-refundable EW: here the cus

tomer is not charged copayments (h(c):0 for all c) and is
given no refund upon cancellation (r(a):0 for all a).
[0101] The non-refundable EW With copayments:
another type of EW that can be modeled Within this
frameWork is one With a ?xed copayment {h(c):h for all

c} and no refund provided upon cancellation {r(a):0 for
all a}. The copayment could simply be the shipping costs
borne by the customer.
[0102] The refundable EW With a pro-rated refund: a
simple type of refundable Warranty is one With no copay

ments {h(c):0 for all c} and refunds that are prorated
based on hoW much of the Warranty term has expired

{roman -a/d>}~
[0103]

Out-of-Warranty repair services: in this case,

there is no upfront price of the service (pIO), the copay
ment is equal to the out of Warranty repair cost {h(c):c}
and there is no refund, i.e., r(a):0 for all a.
[0104] Service Provider’s Pro?ts

[0105] The service provider’s expected discounted pro?ts
under the refundable EW can be expressed in a similar man
ner. Using the same notation as in the case of a monthly EW:

VH,|(C, a, 0):WH,,(a, 0)

(25)

[0114] ifWn(0, 0)—q§max{Wn(a, 0)—c, (xVn_l(c, a+l, 0)},
the customer prefers to replace the product, and
VH,,(c,a,0):(1—0)q+WH,,(0,0),

(26)

[0115] ifaVn_l(c, a+l, 0)§max{Wn(a, 0)—c, Wn(0, 0)—q},
the customer prefers to take no action in the month in ques

tion, and

[0116] For functioning, covered products (1 éaéd), the
keep or replace decision is as folloWs.

[0117] If Wn(a, Z'(a))+r(a)la:d§Wn(0, 0)—q+r(a),
the customer prefers to keep the product, and
VH,,(O,a,1):—r(a)IFd+WHn(a,Z(a)),

(28)

[0118] if Wn(0,0)—q+r(a)>WITn(a, Z'(a))+r(a)la:d,
the customer prefers to replace the product, and
VH,,(O,a,1):(1—0)q—r(a)+WH,,(0,0).

(29)

[0119] Then for functioning, uncovered products:

[0120] ifWn(a, 0)§Wn(0, 0)—q,
the customer prefers to keep the product, and
VH,,(0,a,0):WHn(a,0),

(30)

[0121] if Wn(0, 0)—q>Wn(a, 0), the customer prefers to
replace the product, and
VH,,(0,a,0):(1—0)q+WH,,(0,0).

(31)

[0106] VITn(c, a, Z):service provider’s total expected
discounted pro?t from a customer starting in state (c, a,
Z) With n months or periods to go, before the customer’s

replacement decision; and,
[0107] WITn(a, Z):service provider’s total expected dis
counted pro?t from a customer starting With a functional
product of age a and With a Warranty status of Z With n

months or periods to go, after the customer’s replace
ment decision has been made.
[0108] There are four situations to consider in assessing the

service provider’s pro?t: non functioning, covered products,

i.e., (l éaéd, c>0), nonfunctioning uncovered products
(c>0), functioning, covered products (1 éaéd), and function
ing uncovered products. For nonfunctioning, covered prod
ucts the keep-or-replace decision is as folloWs.

[0109] If Wn(a, Z'(a))—h(c)+r(a)la:d§max{Wn(0, 0)—q+
r(a), r(a)la:d+0tVn_ l(c, a+l, Z'(a))}, the customer prefers
to make a claim, and

[0122]

The customer’s decision to obtain Warranty cover

age is as folloWs:

[0123]

for neW products (i.e., Where a:0),

[0124] if (X((l—fO)Vn_l(0, l, l)+fOECO[Vn_l(CO, l, l)])—
P;a((1_f0)Vn-1(0: 1: 0)+fOECO[Vn—1(CO$ 1: 0)l),
then the customer prefers to purchase coverage, and

Otherwise, the customer prefers not to purchase coverage,
and
WH,.(0,0):((1—f0) VHWMO,1,0)+f<>Eco[VHn.1(CO,1,
O)])[0125]

(33)

For products that are not covered by a Warranty and

that are not neW (i.e., Where a; l), the customer has no deci
sion to make since:
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But for products covered by a warranty (where 1 Ea; (d—1)):

[0126] if (X((l—fa)Vn_l(0, a+1, 1)+faECa[Vn_l(Ca, a+1,
0)])§r(a)+0t((l—fa)Vn_l(0, a+1, 0)+faECa[Vn_l(Ca, a+1,
0)]), the customer prefers to continue the warranty cov
erage, and
WH,.(a,1):(1((1—/2) VHn.1(0,a+1,1)+faEca[VHn.1(Cw
a+1,1)]).

(35)

Otherwise, the customer prefers to cancel the warranty cov
erage, and

WHM,1):r(a)+(1((1—?,)VH,..1(0,a+1,0)+faEca[VHn.1
(Ca,a+1,0)]).

[0127]

refundability of the EW when the refund is issued as a hard

ware credit, because the refund only materialiZes with prob
ability p. However, credit-type refunds may increase his
repurchase probability for this brand as compared to cash
refunds. These effects can be captured in the model.
[0134] Claim-dependent refunds on refundable EW. We
can also generaliZe the refundable EW to make the refund
schedule dependent on the number of claims made against the
warranty. This requires a state space expansion to include one
additional state variable, the number of claims made so far

(36)

against the warranty. Note that such state space expansion
will slow down the solution of the customer dynamic pro

The service provider’s total expected discounted

gramming and computation of provider pro?ts. This gener

pro?t from a new hardware customer over an N-period hori

aliZation allows us to model residual value EWs and in par

Zon is WTIN(0,0). This represents the total expected dis

ticular, risk-free EWs, i.e., where the entire price of the EW is

counted pro?t over the entire horiZon, from a customer who
starts with a new product (assuming that optimal decisions are

refunded to customers who have no claims during the cover

age period.

followed throughout the horizon).

[0135]

[0128] Another important element of the refundable war
ranty invention is a method to compute the provider’s
expected discounted pro?t over the horiZon from a strategic
customer who is offered a refundable warranty, through the

vider may want to charge an activation fee for a monthly EW

Activation fees for monthly EW: a hardware pro

that is dependent upon the age of the product when the war
ranty is ?rst purchased after one or more months without
coverage. An activation fee can cover the costs of verifying

equations described above.

that the product is functioning when coverage begins. Making

[0129] There are several ways in which the preceding mod
els for monthly and refundable EW can the further general

the activation fee age-dependent can help to remove the

iZed. Each of these generaliZations is potentially valuable

insure only old, failure-prone products. Adding this feature to

adverse selection problem arising from customers wishing to

from a commercial perspective, and so we believe they are all

the EW model requires the addition of a state variable indi

important aspects of the invention.
[0130] Restrictions on monthly warranty coverage: The
preceding discussion of the monthly EW allowed customers

ous period.

to turn coverage on and off whenever they liked. One could
easily introduce restrictions on when coverage could be pur

repair cost distribution: the customer may not know the true
failure probabilities or failure cost distribution. A customer

chased. For example, we could impose a requirement that
coverage must be started in the ?rst month (or few months) of
the product life. We could also limit the product age at which
one could purchase coverage for a product to limit the pro
vider’s exposure to high failure costs for very old products.
These ideas can be implemented as restrictions, or instead

implemented monetarily through payments of activation fees
or high monthly premia for products beyond some predeter
mined age.

[0131] Competition for hardware replacements: Consider
the case in which the service provider is also a manufacturer
of the product in question. When a customer decides to

replace the hardware product, he chooses to replace with
hardware from the same manufacturer with probability “p .” If
he chooses a different hardware brand, then the manufacturer
will lose the future pro?ts from this customer. (We assume
there are one or more competing hardware providers in the

cating whether the product was under warranty in the previ

[0136] Information asymmetry in product reliability and
may base maintenance, replacement and coverage decisions
on an incorrect belief about these distributions, whereas the

provider pro?ts are based on accurate product reliability
information.
[0137] Breakdown of costs and pro?ts: when computing

the provider’s expected pro?ts, one could easily determine
how these pro?ts decompose into pro?ts from hardware
replacements, out-of-warranty repair, and EW sales. This
decomposition can be instructive because the results illus
trate, in aggregate, the choices customers are making when
offered the service, without having to examine the choices
made for every element of the state space. Similarly, when
computing expected customer utility, one can also compute

the customer’s expected costs from replacements, services

and out-of-warranty repairs.
[0138]

To facilitate a better understanding of our method

marketplace.) The customer can choose any of these other

ology of evaluating ?exible EWs, consider the following

hardware providers and can expect the same future costs as

typical application of one aspect of an embodiment of our
invention. The numerical data used in the example below was
chosen to be representative of an inexpensive personal com
puting product, such as a netbook, for which a monthly EW
may be more appealing than a traditional, ?xed-term EW.

would be incurred if the original provider were selected.

[0132] Competition for out-of-warranty repair services:
each time a customer chooses to repair a product out of
warranty, we assume that the customer chooses the original

manufacturer to provide this service with probability “(1)” and
an alternative service provider having the same repair prices

with probability (1 —(n).
[0133]

Restricted-use refunds: rather than paying cash

refunds, a manufacturer/provider may choose to pay refunds
in the form of a credit toward the purchase of new hardware
from the same provider. In this case, the provider only needs
to pay the refund if the customer buys a replacement product
from the same provider. The customer places less value on the

[0139]

The horiZon length is T:24 months.

[0140] We assume a linear increase in failure probabili
ties over a product’s life as depicted in the graph shown
in FIG. 3A. The failure probability in a month where the
product’s age a is fa:(0.02+0.001a). Products that are
subject to some wear-and-tear do increase in their failure
probability over time. But a linear increase is a reason

able approximation of the growth in failure probability
for a PC.
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[0141] Customers are assumed to be heterogeneous in
their utility schedule. In this example there are ?ve cus

tomer classes. Customer class j has utility schedule

given by u(a, j):l00e_O'O2j“. Thus each customer starts
With the same utility of $100 in the ?rst month, but the
utility increasingly decays over time for the higher cus
tomer class indices. The utility schedules for each cus

ing, and so his coverage state of Z in the preceding period
does not affect his decisions at this stage. In any of these cases

the customer must choose betWeen keeping the product and
then continuing With a product of age a (thus obtaining an

expected net utility of Wn(a) from that point on), or replacing
the product at a cost q and continuing With a neW product

(obtaining Wn(0) expected net utility from that point on).

tomer type are shoWn in FIG. 3B. In this example, cus

[0151]

tomer type 5 is representative of someone Who really
likes to oWn the neWest technology (he could be charac

as folloWs.

The customer’s coverage decision can be expressed

teriZed as an “early adopter”), Whereas a customer of

type 1 does not lose much utility from his product as it
ages (such a customer might be called a “sloW

[0152]

replacer”).

sion When there is a functioning product of age a With n

[0142]

Product replacement cost is q:$500.

[0143] It is also assumed that there is no salvage value for
the product at the end of the horiZon. Thus, sa:0 for all
a.

[0144] Future cash How is not discounted, so the dis
count factor is (F1.

[0145]

When a product breaks, the customer’s out-of

Warranty repair cost is a constant c:$l00. (This is an

oversimpli?cation of reality, but it helps to make the
example easier to folloW. In general the repair costs for
products of the same model or type Would vary depend
ing on the type of failure that had occurred. They Would
be monitored and tracked to come up With a distribution

of repair costs at each age.)
[0146] The cost to the provider to repair a product is
[3:50% of the out-of-Warranty repair cost for the same

repair. Thus, the provider earns (l—[3):50% margin on
out-of-Warranty repairs, equal to $50 for each repair in
this hypothetical situation.

Equation 39 represents a customer’s coverage deci

periods remaining after making maintenance or replacement
decisions in this period. The customer earns a utility ua from

the product in this period and has tWo choices to make regard

ing Warranty coverage.
[0153] One choice is to purchase coverage for the month
at a price of pm. Then in the folloWing period, With (n- 1)
periods remaining and a product age of (a+l), the ongo

ing expected net utility is Vn_l (0, a+ l, 0) or Vn_ l(c, a+l,

1). (Recall that Vn_l(0, a+l, l):Vn_l(c, a+l, 1).)
[0154] The second choice is not to purchase coverage for
that month. Then With a probability fa the customer Will
?nd a failed, uncovered product of age (a+l) in the next
period With an ongoing net utility ofVn_ l (c, a+ l, 0). And
With a probability (l—fa), the customer Will have a func

tioning, uncovered product of age (a+l) With an ongoing

net utility of Vn_l(O,a+l, O).
[0155]

The boundary conditions are:

[0147] When a customer repairs a product out-of-War
ranty, he goes to the OEM for the repairs u):30% of the
time.

[0148]

In the particular hypothetical example chosen We

assume a monthly EW With no refund or copayment. The

According to the dynamic difference equations (37)-(39)
above, since the boundary conditions are knoWn, it is possible

monthly premium is assumed to be a constant pm:$2.50. For
each customer class, the dynamic difference equations can be
simpli?ed as folloWs. The keep or replace decision (Where

months before making a replacement decision looking back
Ward from n:l and ?nd the optimal policy for each state. For

c>0, ail) can be characterized as:

purposes of this example We consider a customer class 2. For

to compute the customer’s expected utility V” over the next n

instance, When the time to go is n:l2, We obtain the values for
Vl2 in the Table shoWn in FIG. 4A after performing some
computation. It is noW possible to shoW What the customer’s
optimal policy looks like and hoW to ?nd it.

[0149] Equation 37 represents the situation Where the cus
tomer faces a nonfunctioning product Whose failure in the
prior month Was not covered by a Warranty. Thus the customer
must choose betWeen repairing the product at his oWn
expense c and then continuing With a product of age a (thus

obtaining an expected net utility of W” (a) from that point on),

[0156] To determine the customer’s optimal economic
decisions When n:l3, i.e., When there are 13 periods remain
ing in the horiZon, consider the decisions that the customer
must make if the product age is a:5 as an example. According
to equation 39 the customer decides betWeen purchasing cov
erage for the month at a cost of pm:$2.50 and then incurring

replacing it at cost q and continuing With a neW product

an expected net utility of Vl2(0, 6, l):$702.63 (as shoWn in

(obtaining Wn(0) expected net utility from that point on), or

the Table in FIG. 4A, roW 3 column numbered 6) from that

take no action in this period and continuing in the folloWing
period With a nonfunctioning product of age a+l and earning

point onWard, leading to a total expected net utility of $702.
63—$2.50:$700.l3 for this choice, or not covering the prod
uct and incurring an expected net utility of

only Vn_l(c, a+l, 0) expected net utility from that point on.
[0150] Equation 38 represents three cases in Which the
customer faces identical choices. And the expression Vn(c, a,
Z) corresponds to a customer Who has a nonfunctioning prod
uct for Which the preceding month’s failure Was covered

under Warranty. Therefore, in this hypothetical, the customer
can have the product repaired at no cost to him. The expres

sion Vn(0, a, Z) represents a customer Whose PC is function

or a total of $700.03 from that point onWard. And since
$700.03>$700.13 the customer preference is to purchase cov
erage (albeit a very small preference), and
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This is shown in the table of FIG. 4B at column (age) a:5 and

certain age, and the customer Will replace a nonfunctioning

roW 5 representing Wl3(5).
[0157] Before making the repair-replace decision for n:13

product earlier than a functioning one Which stands to reason

months at an age a:5, it is necessary to compute Wl3(0),

[0172]
Pro?t

The Manufacturer’s or Service Provider’s Expected

[0173]

If We consider the same example as above, We can

Which is the expected net utility if the customer replaces the
product in n:13 months, Which can be obtained by consider
ing the coverage decision (Eqn. 39) for a neW product (i.e.,
a:0) in n:13 months. If the customer purchases coverage for
a neW product in n:13, the total expected net utility is

[0158] uO—pm+Vl2(0,
1,
1):$100—$2.50+$870. l4:$967.64. (See second column,

given the situation.

obtain the service provider’s expected pro?ts When there are
n:12 periods remaining, V1112, in the table shoWn in FIG. 5C,
after performing the calculations. We can also reconsider the
customer’s decisions When n:13 and a:5, and look at the

second roW of FIG. 4B.) But if the customer does not pur

implications of those decisions to the provider.

chase Warranty coverage, the total expected net utility is

[0174] First consider the coverage decisions. The customer
decides to buy coverage for a functioning product When n:13
and a:5, since

uO+(1—fO)V12(0,1,0)+?,V12(c,1,0):$100+(1—0.02)
($870.14)+0.02($770.14):$968.14.

[0159] (See Second Column, Third RoW of FIG. 4b)
And since $968.14>$967.64, the customer prefers slightly
not to purchase coverage and W13(0):$968.14. This is
re?ected in the table shoWn in FIG. 4B, shoWing the optimal
coverage decisions for different product ages When n:13

As a result of this choice, from equation (13) above, We knoW
that:

months (see roWs 4 and 9 labeled “decision”). For this cus

tomer class it is optimal not to purchase coverage for products
of age a:5 or less, but it is optimal to purchase coverage for
products of age a betWeen 7 and 13. And then it is not optimal
to purchase coverage for products older than 13.
[0160] The repair-replace decision: for n:13 and a:5,

= $2.50 + (1 - 0.026)V[_[ (0, 6, 1) +
12

0.026V[_[ (c, 6, 1)

Where there are several situations to consider. If the product is
not functioning and its most recent failure Was not under

Warranty, then the customer is in state (c, 5, 0). If the product
is functioning, then the customer is in state (0, 5, 0) or (0, 5, 1).
If the product is nonfunctioning, but its failure Was covered
under a Warranty, then the customer is in state (c, 5, 1).
[0161] From the customer’s perspective, these four cases
can effectively be grouped into tWo states.

[0162] State (c, 5, 0): nonfunctioning, uncovered prod
uct.

[0163]

The customer must decide betWeen three choices:

[0164] (1) repairing the product, leading to expected net
utility of Wl3(5)—c:$782—$100:$682;
[0165] (2) replacing the product, leading to an expected
net utility of W13(0)-q:W13(0)—$500:$968.14
$500:$468.14; or

[0166] (3) taking no action, leading to expected net util
ity V12(c, 6, 0):“.560263. So this class of customer Will
choose to repair the product and Vl3(c, 5, 0):“.5682.

[0167] States (c, 5, 1), (0, 5, 0), or (0, 5, 1): functioning
and/or covered products.
[0168]

The customer must decide betWeen tWo choices:

[0169] (1) keeping the product, leading to an expected
net utility Wl3(5):$782;
[0170] (2) replacing the product, leading to an expected
net utility Wl3(0)—q:$468.14. So clearly the customer

Will keep the product and Vl3(c, 5, 1):V13(0, 5, 0):Vl3

(0, 5, 1):$782.

= $2.50 + (1 - 0.026)($9.75) + 0.026(—$40.25)

[0175]

So noW consider the implications to the manufac

turer/provider of the customer’s maintenance and replace
ment decision in each possible state for n:13 and a:5.

[0176] State (c, 5, 0): (nonfunctioning, uncovered prod

uct)
[0177]

The customer’s optimal decision in this state Was

shoWn above to be repairing the product (at the custom
er’s oWn expense), since

[0178] W13(5)—c§max(Wl3(0)—q, (xVl2(c, 6, 0)). So
the provider’s expected pro?t is governed by equation
(8) above, and therefore:
[0179] Equation (43) assumes the customer had the
repair done by a third party. But if the customer brought
his out-of-Warranty product to the provider to be
repaired, the provider earns an extra pro?t on the repair
of (1—[3)c:$50. And if, for example, this provider has a
30% market share ((1):30%) on such out-of-Warranty
repairs, then the customer brings his repair to this pro
vider With a probability of (1). Then We Would include an

additional (1)($50) in pro?t for this example, i.e.,

hoW the difference equations are computed backWards from

calculated optimal economic decisions and the corresponding
values for different states for n:13. In this example the opti
mal policy has an age threshold structure shoWing that the

customer Will replace the product only When it is beyond a

(42)

= $8.45

[0171] The preceding example illustrates hoW to compute
the maximum expected values WB and V12, exemplifying
n:1. The tWo tables shoWn in FIGS. 5A and 5B shoW the

(41)

12

= (0.3)(0.5.)($100) + $8.45
= $23.45.
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[0180] State (c, 5, 1): (nonfunctioning, covered product)
[0181] In this state as shown above, the customer’s pref
erence Was to keep the product after having it repaired at
the provider’s expense, since
W13(5)ZmaX(W13(0)-q, V12(C,6>0))

[0182] Then by equation (4) above, the provider’s
expected pro?t is:
(45)

[0183] State (0, 5, 0) or (0, 5, 1): (functioning products)
[0184]

service pro?ts to the provider may be Zero if the customer opts

not to buy the service With attributes (ps). The quantities
Usi(ps) and Zsi(ps) can be computed in accordance With the
dynamic equations (1-14) above When s represents a monthly
EW, and (15-36) in the case that s represents a refundable EW
above. For example ifs is a monthly EW as described earlier,
then

US’IPS): WN(0) and Z§(PS):WHN(0)

VH13(c,5,1):—[5+WH13(5):—(0.5)($100)+$8.45 or

$41.55.

type i, given design vector (ps) for the service. Note that the

In either of these states the customer also prefers

to keep the product because

[0185] The provider’s pro?ts are given by equation (12)
above, Which in this case is:

If instead s is a refundable EW as also described above, then

US’IPS): WN(0>0) and ZS’IPQIWHMQOI

(The dependence of WN and WIIN on i and ps is implicit.)
[0191] We assume that the customer demand for services is
driven by a multinomial logit model. In particular a customer
of type i Who is faced With the choice among services {seS}
Will choose service s With a probability equal to:

(46)

[0186] This is hoW the service provider determines the
expected pro?ts in each state With n:13 periods (months)

evil/gm)

remaining and With a product of age a:5.

(47)

reS

[0187] Designing and Pricing Extended Warranties
[0188]

The disclosure above characterizes customer utility

and provider pro?ts for both monthly and refundable-type of

Where y,- is a choice sensitivity parameter for customers of

EWs. HoWever, hoW does one optimally design an EW con
tract or menu of EW contracts to maximiZe expected pro?ts?

type i and p:(pl, . . . , ps) is a matrix containing the design

parameters for all services available on the market. In this

In considering the provider’s design and pricing problem, it is

embodiment We assume that if a customer selects a service s

best to consider competition, customer heterogeneity, and

at the beginning of the horiZon, then that customer Will buy

customer demand for services. There could be a plurality of

the same service thereafter.

competing service providers in the market. And in general
there is a heterogeneous population of customers, varying in

offers a subset of those services, Tg S, he Wants to maximiZe

product utility schedules, failure probabilities, repair cost
distribution, risk attitudes, price sensitivity, or other
attributes. For purposes of one embodiment of this invention,
We assume there is a knoWn distribution of customer attribute

pro?les over the population. Furthermore When presented
With multiple service options, customers may choose the

[0192]

From the perspective of a service provider Who

expected discounted pro?ts from these services given the
design parameters of competitor’s services in S/T. The pro

vider’s problem is that of ?nding design parameters {pp teT}
to maximiZe his total expected pro?ts of:

services that offer the loWest expected discounted cost or

highest expected discounted net utility, or they may be in?u
enced by latent preferences or random errors in measurement
that add randomness to their choice. To capture the more
general case We formulate a customer demand using a mul

tinomial logit (MNL) model Which is a type of customer

choice model. When price sensitivity is suf?ciently large this
model results in customers choosing the maximum utility
option. At the other extreme, When price sensitivity is Zero,
customers are equally likely to choose any of the options,

regardless of utility.
[0189] Suppose that the customer population consists of set
of I different types of customers. Then let g(i) be the percent
age of the customer population that is of type i, Where i:1, . .
. , I and EH’g(i):1. We can thus think of g(i) as representing

the probability that a randomly selected customer is of type i.
[0190] Suppose also that there is a set of services S avail

able in the marketplace. For a given service {seS}, let (ps) be
a vector representing the design parameters of the service s,

including the Warranty price per period for each product age,
any copayment, its refund schedule, etc. Then let Usi(ps) be
the maximum expected discounted net utility over an N-pe
riod horizon for a customer of type i Who can choose betWeen

corresponding expected pro?ts for the provider of service s,
pay-as-you-go service, and product replacement. Then let

Zsi(ps) be the corresponding expected discounted pro?ts for
the provider of service s, including pro?ts from service,
replacements and pay-as-you-go repairs from a customer of

teT ie!

[0193] The provider’s problem of ?nding design param
eters {pp teT} is a nonlinear optimiZation problem. One could
implement any of several Well-knoWn optimiZation proce
dures, such as line search, to ?nd the optimal parameters.
[0194] While aspects of the present invention have been
described With reference to certain embodiments, it Will be
understood by those skilled in the art that various changes
may be made and equivalents may be substituted Without
departing from the scope of the representative embodiments
of the present invention. In addition, many modi?cations may
be made to adapt a particular situation to the teachings of a
representative embodiment of the present invention Without
departing from its scope. Therefore, it is intended that
embodiments of the present invention not be limited to the

particular embodiments disclosed herein, but that represen
tative embodiments of the present invention include all
embodiments falling Within the scope of the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1 . A method of determining the design parameters a service
provider should use for a periodic product Warranty offered to
a plurality of customers, said method comprising:

